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Face shape differs in phylogenetically related
populations

Saskia MJ Hopman1, Johannes HM Merks1, Michael Suttie2, Raoul CM Hennekam3 and Peter Hammond*,2

3D analysis of facial morphology has delineated facial phenotypes in many medical conditions and detected fine grained

differences between typical and atypical patients to inform genotype–phenotype studies. Next-generation sequencing techniques

have enabled extremely detailed genotype–phenotype correlative analysis. Such comparisons typically employ control groups

matched for age, sex and ethnicity and the distinction between ethnic categories in genotype–phenotype studies has been

widely debated. The phylogenetic tree based on genetic polymorphism studies divides the world population into nine

subpopulations. Here we show statistically significant face shape differences between two European Caucasian populations

of close phylogenetic and geographic proximity from the UK and The Netherlands. The average face shape differences between

the Dutch and UK cohorts were visualised in dynamic morphs and signature heat maps, and quantified for their statistical

significance using both conventional anthropometry and state of the art dense surface modelling techniques. Our results

demonstrate significant differences between Dutch and UK face shape. Other studies have shown that genetic variants

influence normal facial variation. Thus, face shape difference between populations could reflect underlying genetic difference.

This should be taken into account in genotype–phenotype studies and we recommend that in those studies reference groups be

established in the same population as the individuals who form the subject of the study.
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INTRODUCTION

3D analysis of facial morphology using dense surface models (DSMs)
has successfully delineated the facial phenotype of a variety of
neurodevelopmental conditions and has attained high rates of
discrimination between the face shape of affected and unaffected
subgroups.1,2 Using highly sensitive models of facial morphology, it
has been possible to detect subtle differences in atypical patients and
inform genotype–phenotype studies.3,4 Advanced molecular genetic
techniques have established increasingly detailed correlations between
genotype and phenotype. It has been the subject of debate whether it
is valid to distinguish ethnic or ancestral categories in such studies.5–7

Cavalli-Sforza et al proposed a phylogenetic tree dividing the world
population into nine subpopulations: New Guinean and Australian,
Pacific Islander, Southeast Asian, Northeast Asian, Arctic Northeast
Asian, Amerind, European, North African and West Asian, and
African.8–10 This subdivision is based on genetic polymorphism
studies in various populations grouped by continental sub-areas.
FST statistics compute genetic distance between populations by mea-
suring the portion of total genetic variation attributed to differences
between them.6 Smaller genetic distance, or FST, is observed when
populations live in closer proximity, but morphological differences are
observed even in populations with the same phylogenetic origin or
who live in relatively close geographic proximity.8 Few investigators
have addressed morphological differences between phylogenetically
related populations.11,12 Here, we aimed to determine morphological
differences in the faces of two European Caucasian populations of
close geographical proximity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Permission to perform the study was obtained from Medical Ethics Review

Committees of the Academic Medical Center Amsterdam and University

College London. Both centers recruited scientific and medical professionals as

well as unaffected parents. The scientific and medical recruited professionals

were invited through internal ‘advertisement’ mailing. Unaffected members of

families with children with a genetic condition were recruited at patient

meetings and outpatient clinics. The family members had tested negative for

the genetic condition of the child. All study subjects received written patient

information and subsequently provided written consent. The inclusion criteria

were subjects who were from self-reported UK or Dutch descent up until the

second degree of relatives. Study subjects who had undergone surgery or other

treatments altering facial morphology were excluded. We captured 3D photo-

grammetric images of 400 Caucasian adults, 200 from the United Kingdom

and 200 from The Netherlands (Dutch; Table 1). Eight Dutch adults were

excluded (five females and three males) because of image quality or technical

issues. The university scientific and hospital medical professionals made up

40% of the study population (157/392) and the unaffected parents of children

with a molecularly proven genetic syndrome contributed 60% (235/392).

A DSM of all faces in the data set was generated as the set of principal

component analysis modes covering 99% of shape variation from the overall

mean face. DSM construction involved methods described in Supplementary

Material. Animated morphs were generated from the face DSM. Mean Dutch

male and female faces were normalised with respect to UK faces of the same

sex. We investigated face shape discrimination at the individual face level using

multi-folded cross-validation. The shape differences identified in the anima-

tions and heat map comparisons were also investigated for significance in

terms of linear and angular measures (defined in Supplementary Table 2 and

derived from landmarks shown in Supplementary Figure 1).
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RESULTS

The animated morph between the mean Dutch female and mean UK
female faces (Supplementary Movie_1.avi) showed the former to be
broader and longer than the latter. Greater separation of outer canthi
and nasal alae was noticeable, and the nose was shorter in the mean
Dutch female face. The animated portrait morph between mean
Dutch male face and mean UK male face (Supplementary
Movie_2.avi) suggested the former to be broader at the exocanthi
and temples. The profile view showed a more pronounced oral and
supraorbital region in Dutch males compared with UK males.
To determine the significance of differences visible in the animations,
we normalised the mean Dutch male and mean Dutch female faces
with respect to UK faces of the same sex (Figure 1). The red/green/blue
spectrum of the heat map corresponds to contraction/coincidence/
expansion or to translation difference along lateral/vertical/anterior–
posterior axes of the surface being compared. The greater width and
length of the mean Dutch female face are highlighted, respectively, in
the lateral (Figure 1b: opposing red–blue at the left and right
exocanthi at 0.7 SD) and vertical heat maps (Figure 1c: yellow on
chin at 0.7 SD). The nasal shortness is shown in the vertical heat map
(Figure 1b: blue nasal tip). Whereas in the surface normal comparison
of the female Dutch and UK mean faces, there is widespread surface
expansion reflecting greater face size (blue regions in Figure 1a), in
the analogous male comparison, significant regions of expansion are
largely peri-oral (Figure 1e). The greater separation of outer canthi in

the Dutch to UK male mean face comparison is highlighted by
opposing red–blue hues in Figure 1f. The vertical heat mapped
comparison (Figure 1g) does not reflect a shorter nose in the mean
Dutch male face at the same significance level as in the female
comparison.

Compared with the mean UK female face, the mean Dutch female
face has as significant differences: a greater face length, shorter nasal
ridge length, greater nose width, greater nares anteversion, and as
highly significant differences greater outer canthal separation and
longer palpebral fissure width (Table 2). Relative to face length, the
reduced nasal ridge and upper face lengths in the Dutch mean female
face are both highly significantly different from the UK mean female
face. Unlike females, the mean Dutch male face demonstrated an
increased length that did not reach significance. In comparing faces of
Dutch males to UK males, the anthropometric results confirm a
significantly shorter nose relative to face length; greater separation of
the outer canthi and both relatively and absolutely broader palpebral
fissure width (Table 2).

Subsequently, we investigated face shape discrimination at indivi-
dual face level using multi-folded cross-validation and the closest
mean pattern matching algorithm. To check there were no internal
biases in each ethnicity-gender subgroup, we randomly partitioned
them into an A and B subgroup and undertook 20-folded discrimi-
nation testing between the A and B subgroups. This was iterated five
times and in each comparison DSM included principal component
analysis modes covering 99% of shape variance from the mean. The
area under the corresponding receiver operator characteristic curves
and standard error of the mean (SEM) were computed for the 100
comparisons:

UK female A-B: 0.50±0.003 UK male A-B: 0.52±0.008
Dutch female A-B: 0.53±0.007 Dutch male A-B: 0.48±0.007
Each result is close to the expected chance rate of 0.5, supporting

the hypothesis of lack of bias. As expected, discrimination between
UK female and UK male faces and that between Dutch female and
Dutch male faces was close to perfection (Figure 2). However, female
UK-Dutch and male UK-Dutch comparisons produced much higher
discrimination rates of 0.68 and 0.71, respectively, than the expected

Figure 1 Colour-coded heat-map comparisons. Heat-map comparisons showing the shape differences (red–green–blue colour code spectrums) of the Dutch

mean female face normalised against all UK female faces (a–d), of the Dutch mean male face normalised against all UK male faces (e–h), of the UK mean

male face normalised against all UK female faces (i–l) and of the Dutch mean male face normalised against all Dutch females (m–p). The first of each

group of four columns is a heat-map comparison of the raw mean faces, reflecting displacement normal to the face surface. Heat-map comparisons parallel

to three orthogonal axes are given in the second (x axis), third (y axis) and fourth (z axis) columns. Colour-coded differences are depicted in standard

deviations and correspond to the colour scales at±the range indicated. In the male4female comparisons, the degree and regional location of differences

between the Dutch and UK are very similar, except that the former are slightly reduced in degree. In the Dutch4UK comparisons, the differences for the

female mean faces are greater and in different locations than those for the male mean faces.

Table 1 Demographics of 392 recruits

MALE (N¼197) FEMALE (N¼195)

UK (N¼100) Dutch (N¼97) UK (N¼100) Dutch (N¼95)

Mean age (years) 39.7 38.5 38.4 35.4

Prof/family 37/63 43/54 39/61 39/57

Mean age (years) 39/40 33/42 33/42 31/38

Prof¼ recruits from scientific and medical professionals; Family¼ recruits from unaffected
family members attending clinics and support groups.
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chance rate of 0.5. This confirmed that the average differences found
were reproducible at the individual face level.

DISCUSSION

Dutch people are significantly taller than the UK population.13

Therefore, it is to be expected that Dutch and UK faces differ
dimensionally.14,15 The differences identified here, however, include
differences based on both shape and proportion, and some are
contrary to the greater height of Dutch individuals. Dutch women
have significantly longer and broader faces compared with UK
women; their palpebral fissure and nasal widths are significantly
greater, their nasal ridge length and upper face proportion are
significantly reduced; and their nares are significantly more
anteverted. In particular, the nasal differences from UK women
show that the nose in Dutch women is more likely to be shorter
and more retroussé. Dutch men did not have significantly longer faces
despite their greater height. Their nasal ridge length relative to face
length is significantly shorter; and, relative to face length, they have
longer palpebral fissures than UK men. Dutch and UK females show
significant difference for nearly every measure, whereas for Dutch and
UK males few measures show significant difference. This could be
explained by sexual dimorphism, which would mean that overall
Dutch and UK females differ more from each other than males do.
Facial and cranial sexual dimorphism have been observed in many
human populations.16,17

It is unlikely that the differences in facial morphology we find
between UK and Dutch populations were influenced by biased
composition of the study group. For example, we recruited both
medical/scientific professionals and family members covering a range
of social backgrounds. The proportion of professionals to family
members and the age ranges in both ethnic groups were comparable.
Furthermore, we considered normalized mean difference of profes-
sionals from family members within ethnic groups. We also
normalised the mean of the UK family members against UK
medical/scientific professionals and detected no significant difference
(Supplementary Figure 3A). We normalised Dutch family members
against Dutch medical/scientific professionals producing minimal
difference around the lips (especially the lower lips) and zygoma
region (Supplementary Figure 3B). Neither of these comparisons
shows any nasal bias, which reconfirms the differences we find
between our Dutch and UK subgroups as both realistic and
generalisable.

In the present study, we describe morphological differences
between mean Dutch and UK faces. However, it is unlikely that there
is a typical UK or typical Dutch face considering that multiple waves

of invasion and immigration in both countries have likely dispersed
individual traits. Undoubtedly, there may be regions or subpopula-
tions where less mixing has occurred for geographical or religious
reasons, but we have not studied such relatively isolated populations.

Face shape differences are an important determinant of phenotype
variation in humans. Craniofacial development is a complex process
determined by genetic regulation and genetic variants influence
facial morphology in the general population.18,19 Thus, face shape
difference between populations reflects underlying genetic
differences. Therefore, our findings indicate that different baselines
for face shape norms for individual populations should be applied
when considering craniofacial conditions. Genovese et al have shown
how differences between populations can help identify genomic
‘missing pieces’ in the reference human genome.20 They described
the location of these ‘missing pieces’ using the patterns of variations
in sequences that were a result of the admixture of human
populations.

Our findings could have fundamental implications for genotype–
phenotype correlation studies: a so-called ‘Caucasian’ reference group,
encompassing subjects from even close geographical proximity, may

Table 2 Differences in facial measurements between Dutch and UK

Dutch female UK female P Dutch male UK male P

Face length (mm) 113.7 111.9 o0.05a 122.8 122.4 0.68

Nasal ridge length (mm) 46.4 47.4 o0.05a 49.6 50.5 0.10

Relative nasal ridge length 0.41 0.42 o0.0001b 0.40 0.41 o0.05a

Upper face proportion 0.46 0.47 o0.001b 0.45 0.46 0.06

Nares anteversion 0.82 0.83 o0.05a 0.83 0.84 0.09

Nose width (mm) 33.4 32.7 o0.05a 36.3 36.9 0.15

Outer canthal separation (mm) 88.3 86.2 o0.0005b 92.3 90.6 o0.005b

Palpebral fissure width (mm) 28.3 27.3 o0.001b 29.5 28.8 o0.005b

Palpebral fissure width relative to face length (mm) 0.25 0.24 0.13 0.24 0.24 o0.05a

Anthropometric calculations and t-tests were performed in Excel (Microsoft Office 2010).
aSignificant (P-value o0.05).
bHighly significant (P-value o0.005, including o0.001 and o0.0001).

Figure 2 Rates of discrimination between gender-ethnic subpopulations.

In order to determine discrimination rates between the faces of particular

sex-ethnicity subgroups multi-folded cross-validation was undertaken using

closest mean classification. Overall discrimination was calculated as the

mean of the AUC estimates for the multiple cross-validation results. AUC

corresponds to the probability of correctly classifying a randomly selected
pair of subjects, one from each classification subgroup. If there were no

significant differences between the face shape of two subgroups being

compared, then the expected AUC would be 0.5 as indicated by the

horizontal broken line. The vertical broken lines indicate the number of

modes in the dense surface models used corresponding to 99% of shape

variation from the mean face.
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not be sufficiently reliable. The morphological differences in phylo-
genetically related individuals from close geographical proximity
described here suggest that in genetic studies reference groups should
be established in the same population as the individuals who form the
subject of the study.
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